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Introduction

The era of those physicians whose early practice was informed by familiarity with the (even now) unsurpassed efficacy, for severe depression, of monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOI), is ending. A number of authors have reviewed this subject and noted the continuing decline in the use of MAOIs, and also the fact that younger physicians have almost no experience of them.1–4 It has also been observed that they continue to be recommended in most guidelines, and that they are invaluable in the treatment of severe and intractable cases of depression.4–14 It is noteworthy, contrary to popular current belief, that patients themselves frequently rate MAOIs as being more effective than “newer” drugs and as having fewer side effects.15–17 Many experienced colleagues have shared the satisfaction of seeing patients who have enjoyed complete remission from many years of illness, after only a few weeks on an MAOI, having previously failed to get an adequate response from the panoply of modern remedies (as well as ECT). Such patients, understandably, may be angry that they were not even offered the option of such treatment earlier in the burdensome course of their suffering. Even when patients have requested an MAOI, it has often been refused, with a comment such as “we don’t use drugs like that any more, they’re dangerous.”

So, after more than 50 years, where are we? What explains this discrepancy between the published literature and the view of experienced practitioners contrasted with the reality of the near-total lack of use of MAOIs? (Current usage is about 0.1% of all antidepressant scripts.7)

The purpose of this editorial is to address this discrepancy, to draw attention to recent data, to encourage doctors to consider these drugs earlier in the illness-course of patients, and most particularly to illuminate issues that are perceived as major hurdles. These hurdles cause doctors to shy away from using MAOIs, but they are largely illusory. The two most prominent seem to be (1) the misperception that there are frequent drug interactions and (2) that there is a major risk of ingesting excessive tyramine (Tyr). Neither hurdle is complex nor difficult to overcome if the latest scientific evidence is considered.2,8,18–21 The ability to properly manage MAOI treatment should be in the repertoire of all psychiatrists. It is regrettable that this is not the case. Statements that MAOIs are “outmoded” and “dangerous drugs” are both wrong and unprofessional, yet they are frequently encountered.

Drug Interactions

There are no significant pharmaco-kinetic interactions that involve MAOIs,9 which is more than can be said for most other “new” drugs.

The main serious interaction between MAOIs and other therapeutic drugs is the pharmaco-dynamic interaction of serotonin toxicity (ST), which is caused only by the co-ingestion of serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SRIs). Contrary to the opinions expressed in many texts, other so-called “serotonergic” drugs that are not significant SRIs, like trazodone, mirtazapine, tryptans, etc, are not a risk for serious ST interactions.20,22,23 For example, mirtazapine is not an SRI, but it is a potent antagonist at post-synaptic 5-HT2A receptors and prevents ST in the animal model.24,25 Imipramine is a quintessential example of how the spectrum concept of ST elucidates the clinical potency of drugs. I have elaborated that point previously; see table 3 in Gillman.20 Imipramine has
been involved in many ST interactions, some fatal even in therapeutic doses (eg, most recently, as described in Otte et al26; many cases were documented in the 1960s and are described in Gillman27). Imipramine is “borderline” in relation to precipitating ST at therapeutic doses, and that is consistent with its lower SERT potency (vs clomipramine); that is discussed in detail in Gillman.28

Learning which drugs are significant SRIs is straightforward, and the considerations clarifying this are explained in a series of recent review papers.5,18,20,21 The sources cited herein have been chosen because they explain and dispel the numerous myths and mistaken assumptions about the use of MAOIs, such as the following:

- They cannot be combined safely with tricyclic antidepressants (false, with the exception of clomipramine and imipramine).
- Serotonin toxicity is possible with a wide range of drugs (false, only potent SRIs).
- It is difficult to swap to and from other drugs (false, in fact one can safely co-administer them with any therapeutic psychotropic drug except one that has significant potency as an SRI).
- They need to be ceased before anesthesia (false), and that opioid analgesia cannot be used (false, except for opiates that are SRIs, such as tramadol and meperidine [pethidine]).
- One cannot give epinephrine, or alpha1 agonists (false, but a small dose reduction may be appropriate).
- They cause elevated BP and should not be used in patients suffering from hypertension (false, they lower BP and ameliorate hypertension), etc.

Modern diets have greatly reduced levels of tyramine

Most current diet guides about Tyr in foods contain much misinformation, as do standard texts.13,29 An important explanation for this is that data concerning Tyr are largely published in food science journals, most of which are not included in medical literature databases. As a result, medical writers have remained unaware of these data. They are however reviewed and referenced in a detailed monograph, which contains hundreds of Tyr estimations from all types of cheeses (and other foods and drinks, etc), and also explains drug interactions and hypertensive urgencies.30

Great changes in food production techniques have occurred in the last decade or two. The main change has been the near-universal adoption of non-decarboxylating starter cultures, which do not produce any Tyr. Those are now used by almost all producers of cheeses, salamis, soy sauces, etc, and in consequence, modern diets have greatly reduced levels of Tyr.

The extremely high concentrations of Tyr encountered in matured or fermented foods in past decades now rarely, if ever, occur. The reported cases that resulted in morbidity in the 1960s were estimated with a Tyr concentration of 1,000–3,700 mg/kg,31,32 which is 2 orders of magnitude higher than typical concentrations seen now. Nowadays, many matured cheeses have negligible concentrations (ie, <10 mg/kg) of Tyr;30 and most of those with higher concentrations (typically no more than 250 mg/kg) would need portion sizes of more than 50 g before becoming at all likely to provoke a risky degree of hypertension (ie, containing>10 mg of Tyr). Lesser degrees of blood pressure (BP) elevation are nowadays to be expected precisely because the pressor response is a dose-related phenomenon. Therefore, since previously implicated foods now have much lower Tyr concentrations, it is unlikely that injurious quantities will be ingested. Indeed, it is probably the case that unnecessary treatments of BP elevation have caused morbidity when no significant harm from hypertension would otherwise have ensued. That is because administration of major anti-hypertensive drugs risks producing excessive hypotension and consequent cerebral hypo-perfusion. Indeed, experts in the treatment of hypertension state that it is unwise (some say absolutely contra-indicated) to give patients major anti-hypertensive drugs to take themselves when they think they have hypertension. That admonition can be extended to less experienced ER staff. Tyr-induced episodes settle spontaneously within 1–4 hours. The safest and most appropriate intervention now advised is a sedative dose of a benzodiazepine.33–35

Tyr’s mechanism of action is as an indirectly acting sympathomimetic: that is to say it must be taken up into the presynaptic neuron (by the reuptake pump for epinephrine, the NET), where it then precipitates the mass release of norepinephrine, thus potentially giving rise to an increase in BP, ie, a “pressor” response (NB TCAs block the NET, thereby reducing Tyr’s effect on BP). The term “indirectly acting sympathomimetic” has been superseded by the term “releaser.” The magnitude of the effect of releasers is much greater than the effect of directly acting agonists, such as epinephrine itself: this was established at the dawn of modern pharmacology by researchers whose names are writ large in history, Gaddum and Brodie, among others,36,37 yet that work has been forgotten. We still see statements that one cannot give epinephrine with MAOIs; that was disproved nearly 70 years ago, and that disproof has been replicated ad nauseam. To quote Cicero: “I requiem meam doleat” (I rest my case). Therefore, it is important to understand that releasers such as Tyr can give rise to a marked pressor response, but directly acting agonists, such as epinephrine itself, or directly acting postsynaptic receptor alpha1 agonists, such as midodrine, have minimal BP potentiating interaction when combined with MAOIs.
Conclusion

MAOIs have good efficacy in serious depressive illnesses, and, for a competent physician, they are not difficult to use and manage. When the mist of myth is dispersed, it is evident that the subject is straightforward. Doctors wishing to follow the advice of the many authors who espouse more extensive use of these drugs will be well placed to do so confidently and safely when they have acquainted themselves with the updated information in the references and monograph.30
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